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ABSTRACT
Energy system models involve various input data sets representing the generation, consumption
and transport infrastructure of electricity. Especially energy system models with a focus on
the transmission grid require time series of electricity feed-in and consumption in a high
spatial resolution. In general, there are two approaches to obtain regionalized time series:
top-down and bottom-up. In many cases, both methodologies may be combined to aggregate
or disaggregate input data. Furthermore, there exist various approaches to assign regionalized
feed-in of renewable energy sources and electrical load to the model’s grid connection points.
The variety in the regionalization process leads to significant differences on a regional scope,
even if global values are the same.

We develop a methodology to compare regionalization techniques of input data for photo-
voltaics, wind and electrical load between various models as well as data assignment techniques
to the power grid nodes. We further define two invariants to evaluate the outcome of the
regionalization process at the NUTS 3 level, one invariant for the annual profiles and one for
the installed capacities. This methodology enabled us to compare different regionalization and
assignment workflows using simple parameters, without explicit knowledge of grid topology.
Our results show that the resolution of the input data and the use of a top-down or a bottom-up
approach are the most determinant factors in the regionalization process.

Word Count: 7132
Highlights:

• Methodology for data regionalization comparison for transmission models is developed
• Methodology extended for comparison of input data assignment to ehv nodes
• Eight different models and their regionalization workflows were compared in detail
• Top-down or bottom-up regionalization determine the regionalization outcome
• Akin PV and load regionalization outputs due to their daily and weekly patterns

1. Introduction
Energy system modeling has seen a large growth in the last two decades largely due to the challenges of increasing

greenhouse gas emissions and global climate change. Energy system models aim at modeling current as well as future
energy system configurations using simulation and/or optimization techniques in order to explore, investigate and
evaluate different possible scenarios. Different types of energy system models exist based on the particular modeling
approach, scope, methodology and the level of spatial and temporal details considered [2, 10, 12]. Energy sector
stakeholders such as policy makers, system operators, utilities and investors rely on the results of energy systemmodels
to formulate energy-related goals, economic and policy decisions, as well as to plan and operate the energy system
[3, 11, 19]. Because of their high relevance for and impact on current and future energy policies as well as operating
and planning decisions, it is important to interpret and assess outcomes of various energy systemmodels and understand
their discrepancies.
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List of abbreviations
RES Renewable Energy Source

BU Bottom-Up

TD Top-Down

PV Photovoltaics

EEG Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz

MaStR Marktstammdatenregister

OPSD Open Power System Data

ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity

RMSE Root Mean Square Error

ehv-nodes extra high voltage nodes

Comparing and interpreting the results of different energy system models is however a difficult task. This is mainly
due to (with the exception of open source models) the insufficient information provided on the model’s inner workflows
as well as the large amount of input and output data. This information may include, in particular, the approaches used
for the spatial aggregation and disaggregation of input data in the regions considered in the model. In the remainder of
the paper, we will refer to these spatial aggregation and disaggregation processes as regionalization. Another difficulty
in comparing regionalizations is the assignment of assign regional electricity feed-in and load to the connections of
the extra high voltage nodes (ehv-nodes), also referred as grid nodes in this article for simplicity.

This paper presents a method for comparing regionalization techniques and the choice of grid assignment regions.
We analyze and compare the approach and outcome for regionalization of eight different energy system models, given
a historical scenario for Germany, each incorporating a model of the transmission grid.

First, in Section 2, we define our understanding of bottom-up and top-down regionalization techniques, point out the
difficulties of comparing the regionalization workflows of various models and provide a literature review on comparing
regionalization approaches. Then, the methodology of the model comparison is introduced in Section 3. The results of
the comparison are presented in Section 4, followed by a discussion of the outcomes in Section 5. Finally, in Section
6 we lay out the main conclusions of the article. Two appendices are included. In Appendix A, the installed capacities
and annual demand are plotted in maps showing the NUTS 3 regions. In Appendix B, the matrices of invariants given
in Section 4 are recomputed in NUTS 2 level.

2. Definitions and Literature Review
Energy system models require - besides data of available power plants and other relevant system components -

input data of electricity feed-in from renewables and electricity demand in high temporal (e.g. hourly) resolution.
When energy system models include a (transmission) grid model, time series data also need to be provided with a high
spatial resolution as well so simulations on grid operation and usage can be performed. Often, data of feed-in from
renewables and data of electricity consumption is available only at national level. Moreover, future scenarios often use
regional information to assume prospective generation and consumption on a high spatial resolution. Regional feed-in
and demand need to be assigned to grid connection points of the ehv-nodes. This regionalization process may vary
extensively between models.
2.1. Bottom-up and top-down approaches

There exist two main approaches available to obtain regionalized time series: the so-called Top-Down (TD) and
Bottom-Up (BU) approaches.

In TD approaches, the initial values are available for a large area such as a country or a federal state. These values
are generally obtained from energy scenarios and are regionalized based on supplementary information providing a
proxy regional distribution of the variable at hand. An example of a TD approach would be the disaggregation of future
electricity demand for charging electric vehicles to a lower administrative levels, given a certain number of vehicles and
annual demand for charging at country level from a scenario. One could use either the current regionalized electricity
demand as a key to distribute the given global energy demand to the regionalized electric vehicle demand. Alternatively,
one could use regional statistics of registered cars as distribution key.
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In BU approaches, values available at lower scales are summed up and allocated to a desired regional scope.
Considering the example above of future electricity demand for charging electric vehicles, one BU approach could
be as follows: based on a diffusion model and some indicators like wealth, the amount, type and usage of electric
vehicles is determined for each region. Finally, the aggregated individual profiles determine the regionalized demand.

Both approaches, BU and TD, are used in energy system models to regionalize input data. Most models even use
both approaches together when regionalizing input data. Taken our example from above, one could use the estimated
regional number of new electric vehicles (BU approach) as a distribution key for regionalizing a given global value of
future energy demand (TD approach). This way, both approaches would be combined.
2.2. Grid Node Assignment

Grid connection points of conventional power plants and large scale Renewable Energy Source (RES) plants are
normally explicitly given (although possibly to 110 kV nodes). However, for decentralized demand and RES feed-in,
grid connection points are in the lower voltage distribution grid. In most cases, energy system models do not explicitly
consider the distribution grid. Different methods emerged to assign feed-in and consumption present in the distribution
grid to the ehv grid nodes. In most cases, so called node regions are defined around the ehv grid nodes and are used
to assign input data located in this region to the ehv node. When regionalized data is available in a certain regions
(postal code areas, municipalities or districts level), so called data regions can be also defined. The use of node and
data regions to assign input data to a grid node are at the core of the regionalization process in energy system models.
Implementations of the grid node assignment in the models under analysis in this paper are presented in Section 3.1.
2.3. Literature Review

The comparison of regionalization workflows and node assignments used in different energy systemmodels is a rare
topic in literature. The most related topic found in the literature is the assessment of the impact of input data resolution
in energy systemmodeling. Especially, papers analyzing the impact of different clustering techniques to create the final
data for energy models can be found in the literature. In this section, we give an overview of the relevant literature.

The allocation of generation and load in energy systems models can have an impact on the results, especially when
considering grid-related constraints. In [7], the authors highlight the effect of the spatial resolution of wind and solar
site development. This was done by investigating individual site build-out versus uniform development across all sites.
The spatial resolution, which is related to the aggregation method, had large impacts on total system cost. Compared
to the uniform expansion case, the site-by-site expansion resulted in a 10% reduction in cost and 20% reduction in
over-generation. The results reveal the importance of taking into account the spatial resolution of each step of the
regionalization process.

In [15], the authors quantify the impact of considering non-administrative data aggregation regions on the energy
system model optimization. An example of the optimization of an European energy system is provided for 2015
and 2050. The aggregation is made by successively using the k-means clustering and the max-p regions method to
obtain connected clusters. The authors found that most energy system models use administrative regions based on data
availability and propose an alternative method to define aggregation regions based on weather data. Similarly, in [6],
the max-p regions clustering algorithm is used to derive aggregation regions. In this way, the authors reduced some
undesired outcomes of choosing aggregation regions solely based on national jurisdictions. Namely, a higher RES
potential and a decreased transmission capacity expansion.

The above mentioned papers do not address the challenging issue of comparing the regionalization process and the
data aggregation at the grid node level, especially given different grid models. The novelty of the present contribution
lies in the accurate representation of the (German) transmission grid by all models investigated while keeping a high
spatial resolution. However, it is not the aim of this paper to evaluate clustering techniques that reduce the resolution in
favor of computability, but to analyze the effect of different regionalization processes in models focusing on a realistic
modeling of the transmission grid. Most models presented in this contribution use a higher spatial resolution, than the
above cited articles. The aim behind our method is to provide an approach to identify the main characteristics of the
regionalization process, from input data to grid nodes and compare its output at the local level. This allows for a quick
assessment of the similarity in regionalization approach and outcome of different models.

3. Methodology
The methods and results presented in the paper are obtained from the models which are part of the theMODEX-Net

project [14]: ELMOD, eTraGo, Europower, ISAaR, MarS/ZKNOT, MILES, PERSEUS and PowerFlex. Since three
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papers will be publish as a result of this project (the other two being [17] and [8]), a brief description of the models is
only included in [17]. The project MODEX-Net focuses on the comparison of transmission grid models of Germany
(220 kV or higher) and its neighboring countries. The models will be run for a status quo scenario representing the
year 2016.

As stated in Section 1, the process of allocating input data into the grid model components is called regionalization.
In [16], four categories of input data are considered for energy systemmodels: transmission grid data (nodes and lines),
conventional power plants data (location and capacity), renewable energy resources (RES) data (spatial resolution and
generation profiles) and demand data (spatial resolution and demand profiles). The regionalization process transforms
this input data into grid components of the output model. In this paper, we focus on the following grid components:
Photovoltaics (PV), wind energy (onshore and offshore) and electricity demand. These grid components are allocated
to ehv-nodes.

In addition to installed capacities, generation profiles and demand profiles at each grid node (or aggregated to a
NUTS 3 region or smaller), we analyze the workflows of the regionalization process, given as diagrams and as tables,
for each model.
3.1. Regionalization process comparison

As regionalization workflows are unique to each model, they are difficult to compare. For this reason, we focus
our analysis on three aspects: capacity or demand scalar factors (from now on referred to as factor), temporal hourly
profiles (form now on referred to as profile) and post-processing corrections. For instance, in the case of RESs, the
capacity factor can be the installed capacity and the profiles can either come fromweather data, historic feed-in profiles
or from standard load profiles.

In order to assign data to a node, most models use grid assignment regions. A model can use either node regions
and assign all the data of a region around a certain node to this unique node (BU) or data regions distributing the
data to all nodes in the data region (TD). The spatial resolution of this region depends on the grid resolution itself,
which might not be homogeneous throughout the considered territory. Nevertheless, the different ways to define the
grid assignment regions can have a huge influence on the regionalization process and its output. A brief description of
the regionalization process used in each model can be found in the following list, highlighting its resolution in terms of
NUTS level when possible ( notice that, LAU regions are a system of Local Administrative Units defined by Eurostat
and are compatible with NUTS regions, which comprise the municipalities and communes of the EU):

• ELMOD: for RES, node regions defined by Voronoi cells of the ehv-nodes are used, but the load is distributed
evenly to the ehv-nodes inside each NUTS 3 region.

• eTraGo: node regions starting from a LAU region are assigned to the 110 kV node belonging to it. If two nodes
are in one region, it is subdivided using Voronoi cells of the nodes belonging to it. If there is no node in one LAU
region, values get assigned to the closest node. Finally, each 110 kV node regions is assigned to an ehv-node
region using the shortest grid-path (routing) [9].

• Europower: node regions are defined by Voronoi cells of the ehv-nodes.
• ISAaR: Data regions are used by assigning data in NUTS 3 areas to the grid node contained in it. If there is no

node in the NUTS 3 region, it is assigned to the next-neighbour grid node. If there are more grid nodes within
one NUTS 3 area, the assignment is conducted proportionally by area.

• MarS/ZKNOT: use node regions starting from a LAU region, then assigning to 110 kV nodes using weighting
distance and then to an ehv-node region using the shortest grid-path.

• MILES: data regions are defined by first assigning load and RES data to the centroid of a LAU region and then
distributed to the ehv-nodes within a threshold radius proportionally based on their distance to the centroid.

• PERSEUS: data regions are assigned to 110 kV nodes by area weights from the interception of the data region
(NUTS 3 for demand) and Voronoi cells around the 110 kV nodes. The 110 kV nodes is assigned to an ehv-node
using the shortest grid-path (routing).

• Powerflex: node regions are defined by Voronoi cells around the ehv-nodes.
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In order to classify the types of regionalization processes of factors and profiles, we identified four paths for
assigning data to a grid node which are listed in the following (notice that, the data can be associated to a region
or to a concrete geographical location):

• Assign local data to the closest node.
• Assign local data in a node region to the unique node present in this region.
• Distribute the data in a data region to the nodes located in this region.
• Overlap of data regions with node regions.
From the regionalization approaches cited above, we highlight the spatial resolution of the data in terms of NUTS

level, the source of the data and, in a broad sense, whether they are BU or TD approaches. In the case of the profiles, we
also highlight whether they are created from weather data or based on standard load profiles. For the post-processing
correction after the node assignment, we highlight the spatial and temporal resolution of this correction.
3.2. Comparison of the regionalization output

As pointed out in Section 3.1, we focus on two types of regionalization data output: factors and profiles. In the
case of RES, the factor of interest is the installed capacity factor. Since PowerFlex and Europower do not use installed
capacities, we derived them from the profiles, by means of the full load hours in Germany from the reference [5]. The
full load hours we considered are 875 h for PV, 1465 h for wind onshore and 2927 h for wind offshore. The installed
capacity is then computed for each generator as the sum of its power profile divided by the full load hours. In case of
the demand, the factor of interest is the annual demand. If we were to study a future scenario, we would have to use
potential capacity factors.

For the comparison of profiles, it is important that the models use the same weather year with hourly profiles
ranging from 01.01.2016 to 30.12.2016. However, Europower and ISAaR use the years 2015 and 2012; respectively
for both RES and load which could not be adapted to 2016. To be precise, ISAaR uses 2012 profiles but factors them
so that the full load hours correspond to the ones of 2016. Europower uses 2015 data and the installed capacities are
computed using full load hours as indicated above. For this reason, it is expected that Europwer and ISAar will have
larger differences with the other models when comparing RES profiles. In the case of the load profiles, though, we
adapt the load profiles so that we can match the weekly pattern. Precisely, we shift the profile forward from January
second and fill in the missing gap by the corresponding days from the end of the year. This ensures that in all models
the year starts with a Friday. The load profiles of MILES are adapted in a similar way, since MILES uses load profiles
from 2017. For eTraGo, it should also be mentioned that, although the 2016 calendar year is used, the ground data to
calculate the load profiles (GDP, population and land use) is from 2011.

The main issue for comparing the regionalization output is that this data is allocated on the ehv-nodes and each
model uses a different grid, although all represent the German transmission grid. This is due to the different data
sources to derive the grid data as well as the aggregation levels used in each model (see [17] for an overview of the
transmission grid modeling and the number of nodes considered in each model). Furthermore, not all models can
provide the output of the regionalization process in full detail due to licensing issues. For this reason, the output of the
regionalization process will be aggregated at NUTS 3 level. This enables a high local resolution without needing the
specific coordinates of the nodes. Notice that, even if the data was available at the nodal level, the analysis at NUTS 3
level proposed in this article is appropriate to make the different ehv-grids comparable. On one hand, NUTS 3 regions
are small enough to separate most ehv-nodes and, on the other hand, NUTS 3 administrative borders are better related
to the transmission grid topology than other abstract regions defined by the tessellation of the territory using squares or
Voronoi cells. Nevertheless, our method is sensitive to the region definition, since the different models can allocate the
same generator to nodes located in different regions. Therefore, it is important to also consider coarser region levels,
like NUTS 2, to check if the differences or similarities between the models stabilize when considering larger regions.
Even more challenging is the case of wind offshore, as some models might allocate it to an offshore region, which
is the case for Europower. In principle, we could assign each offshore region to the NUTS 3 region connected to it.
However, this is not possible for Europower, since the offshore capacity is distributed in the later optimization process
and is not clearly allocated to one onshore region. In this case, we assign the capacity to the closest onshore region,
but we also compare wind offshore data using only two regions: North Sea and Baltic Sea, to study the validity of our
assignment.
O. Raventós et al. Page 5 of 22
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In order to compare the installed capacities and the annual demand at NUTS 3 level, we compute the Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) across all NUTS 3 regions for each pair of models, assigning zero to the regions with no installed
capacity:

RMSE ({xt}t=1…T , {yt}t=1…T
)

=

√

∑T
t=1

(

xt − yt
)2

T
,

where {xt}t=1…T and {yt}t=1…T are the installed capacities for each NUTS 3 region in Germany of the two models
that are being compared. This approach results in 28 values comparing each pair of models, which will be plotted as
a symmetric 8 × 8 matrix with zeros on the diagonal. Notice that, the outcome of such statistics is no qualitative nor
quantitative indicator of the regionalization, it rather indicates how similar this group of 8 models are. Even more, the
fact that models do not have installed capacity in every region (since there regions with no ehv-nodes), can make the
RMSE misleading in absolute terms, as it divides by the total number of NUTS 3 regions in Germany, i.e. 401. This
is especially the case for wind offshore. Hence, RMSE has only to be viewed in relative terms.

To compare the profiles, we compute, for each pair of models, the mean value of the Pearson correlation of its
profiles across all NUTS 3, where both models have some installed capacity. We use only the regions with some
installed capacity so that the Pearson correlation is well defined. It is also important to mention that, we use absolute
profiles with energy availability per region, in contrast to relative profiles with the percentage of energy available from
the installed capacity.

4. Results
4.1. Regionalization workflows classification

In this section, the regionalization workflows for PV, wind onshore, wind offshore and demand are classified
according to Section 3.1. We study separately the regionalization of hourly profiles and factors (annual demand and
installed capacity).
4.1.1. Phtovoltaics

A summary of the regionalization workflow for the installed PV capacities of all models can be found in
Table 4.1. The data sources of the different models are mainly the Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz (EEG), the
Marktstammdatenregister (MaStR), European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E)
([4]) or the Open Power System Data (OPSD) ([13]). Two different workflow groups are distinguished, the models
using a TD approach: Europower (at NUTS 3 level) and PowerFlex (using input at LAU and NUTS 1 levels) and the
rest of the models using a BU approach, allocating each generator to the node region to which it belongs. These groups
can be visualized as the dendrogram in Figure 4.1. Notice that, MILES uses a different regionalization method, first
by assigning all the generators in a LAU region to its centroid (BU) and then distributing the capacity to the buses
inside a threshold radius. We consider the MILES method to be a BU method since it essentially starts at the generator
location and assigns it to the closest node.

PV installed capacity

Top-Down

overlap with

NUTS 3

Europower

LAU

PowerFlex

Bottom-Up

allocate to

LAU

PERSEUS ELMOD eTraGo ISAaR MarS/
ZKNOT

MILES

Figure 4.1: Dendrogram of regionalization of PV installed capacity workflows

The PV profile regionalization process of the different models is summarized in Table 4.2 and the corresponding
dendrogram in Figure 4.2. We distinguish two different groups: ELMOD, Europower and PowerFlex are using profiles
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Table 4.1
Regionalization workflow characteristics of PV installed capacity for each model.

BU/ TD Input resolution &
source

Node allocation

ELMOD BU LAU Register (EEG) Generator belonging to a node region
eTraGo BU LAU Register (OPSD) Generator belonging to a node region
Europower TD NUTS 2 Register (ENTSO-E)

& NUTS 3 distribution
Overlap of generation regions and node regions

ISAaR BU LAU Register (MaStR) Generator belonging to a node region
MarS/ZKNOT BU LAU Register (EEG) Generator belonging to a node region
MILES BU (& TD) LAU Register (EEG) Generator belonging to a LAU region

(& distributed to nodes in the allocation region)
PERSEUS BU LAU Register (EEG) Generator belonging to a node region
PowerFlex TD LAU Register (EEG) &

NUTS 1 statistical data
Overlap of LAU generation region and node regions

Table 4.2
Regionalization Workflow of profile for PV for each model.

BU/ TD Input source Allocation resolution
ELMOD TD NUTS 0 profiles (TSOs) Distribute into the nodes contained into the profile region
eTraGo BU Weather data

(ERA5 28 × 28 km2)
Closest weather data location

Europower TD
(from BU)

NUTS 2 profiles (EMHIRES
using CM SAF SARAH
weather data, 5.55×5.55 km2)

Overlap of generation regions and node regions

ISAaR BU Weather data (DWD &
ECMWF-CAMS,
13 × 13 km2; ICON-EU)

Overlap of weather grid and NUTS 3

MarS/ZKNOT BU Weather data (MERRA-2,
50 × 50 km2)

Overlap of weather grid and node regions

MILES BU Weather data
(COSMO-REA6, 6 × 6 km2)

Overlap of weather grid and node regions

PERSEUS BU Weather data (ANEMOS,
20 × 20 km2)

Overlap of weather grid and node regions

PowerFlex TD NUTS 0 profiles
(TSOs)

Distribute into the nodes contained into the profile region

for regions and then distributing them into the nodes (TD), although the data used by Europower is based on a BU
computation of potential power in NUTS 2 regions. The rest of the models use weather data to produce profiles (BU).
In this last group, eTraGo uses the closest weather data point to the node whereas the rest use all the points in the
weather data grid belonging to the node region.

Finally, Table 4.3, contains the post-processing corrections used by each model. By default, the models using a
TD approach do not need to perform corrections. The rest of the models, which use a BU approach, harmonize the
full load hours using ENTSO-E data ([5]). ISAaR and MILES perform correction for each month, whereas eTraGo,
PERSEUS and Mars/ZKNOT do the corrections for the whole year.
4.1.2. Wind

Most models use the same workflow for the regionalization of PV and wind onshore. However, Europower has a
significant difference in its workflow: for the regionalization of wind profiles it uses a BU approach with LAU weather
data from GWA and MERRA (with a 50 × 50 km resolution) overlapping with the generation regions. The update of
the dendrogram of workflows for wind onshore profiles can be seen in Figure 4.3.
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PV profiles

Power profiles / Top-Down

distributed from

NUTS 0

ELMOD PowerFlex

overlaped with

NUTS 2

Europower

Weather data / Bottom-Up

of node region

NUTS 3

ISAaR

LAU

MarS/
ZKNOT

MILES PERSEUS

of closest point

LAU

eTraGo

Figure 4.2: Dendrogram of regionalization of PV profiles workflows.

Table 4.3
Post-processing correction workflows for PV.

Corrections after node assignment

ELMOD None
eTraGo NUTS 0 annual full load hours (ENTSO-E)
Europower None
ISAaR NUTS 0 monthly full load hours (ENTSO-E)
MarS/ZKNOT NUTS 0 annual full load hours (ENTSO-E)
MILES NUTS 0 monthly full load hours (EEX)
PERSEUS NUTS 0 annual full load hours (ENTSO-E) (optional)
PowerFlex None

All models perform the regionalization of wind offshore similarly to the regionalization of wind onshore. However,
the node allocation of the installed capacities is always performed by following the physical onshore grid connection.
Hence splitting up the capacity in the North Sea and Baltic Sea, see [1]. Europower performs the regionalization in the
same way, but adds an offshore node which gets an EMHIRES ([18]) power profile from weather data (like for PV).
Since this is still part of the grid feed-in into the optimization process, it cannot be clearly allocated to an unequivocal
onshore node.

Wind onshore profiles

Power profiles / Top-Down

distributed to

NUTS 0

ELMOD PowerFlex

Weather data / Bottom-Up

of node region

NUTS 3

ISAaR

LAU

MarS/
ZKNOT

MILES PERSEUS Europower

of closest point

LAU

eTraGo

Figure 4.3: Dendrogram of the regionalization of wind onshore profiles workflows

4.1.3. Demand
All considered models use a similar workflow for the demand regionalization, expect for PERSEUS, which builds

up the profiles from LAU level data (BU). The remainingmodels follow a TD approach, using standard demand profiles
at national or federal level. The difference is mainly in the spatial resolution and the sectors considered to calculate
the final profile, see Table 4.4. The demand profiles are then altered at the node level by a demand factor using local
O. Raventós et al. Page 8 of 22
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Table 4.4
Regionalization workflow for the demand profiles for each model.

BU/TD Input source Sectors

ELMOD TD NUTS 0 Total demand
eTraGo TD NUTS 0 Agriculture, residential, commerce and industry
Europower TD NUTS 0 Base load
ISAaR TD NUTS 0 Residential, commerce and industry
MarS/ZKNOT TD NUTS 0 Residential, commerce, agricultural and industry
MILES TD NUTS 0 Residential and industry
PERSEUS BU LAU Residential, industry, commercial, trade and services
PowerFlex TD NUTS 0 Total demand, but independent energy intensive industry uniform profile

Table 4.5
Regionalization workflow for the demand factor for each model.

BU/ TD Input resolution Source

ELMOD TD NUTS 3 Population, GDP
eTraGo BU LAU Population, GDP, land use
Europower BU LAU Population, temperature
ISAaR BU LAU Population, employment
MarS/ZKNOT BU LAU Population, GDP, temperature
MILES BU LAU Population, GDP, heat demand, conventional vehicles
PERSEUS TD NUTS 3 Population, GDP, land use and temperature
PowerFlex BU & TD LAU (& NUTS 1) Population and energy intensive industry (and NUTS 1 statistical data)

data of the node region in a BU approach, see Table 4.5. ELMOD and PERSEUS use a TD approach for the demand
factor at NUTS 3 level, based on population and GDP, distributed to all its nodes. PowerFlex uses a mixed approach:
apart from scaling the profiles at LAU level according to the population and energy intensive industry, the total annual
demand at NUTS 1 is scaled according to statistical data taking into account the differences of other load sectors at the
level of federal stats.

The post-processing correction of demand data is the same as for PV data, Table 4.3, except for eTraGo, which
does not perform correction at national level after the BU approach and PERSEUS, which scale monthly demand on
NUTS 0 to EUROSTAT.
4.2. Comparison of the regionalization output

In this section, we compare the output of the regionalization workflows for all considered models. Recall from
Section 3.2, that we use wind and PV profiles, installed capacities and annua demand aggregated to NUTS 3 regions.
The same computations were made for NUTS 2, NUTS 1 and NUTS 0 in order to check if the differences between
models will smooth out when the region considered gets bigger. The NUTS 2 computations are in Appendix B, but the
NUTS 1 and NUTS 0 ones are no included to avoid too much repetition.

Before we start with the NUTS 3 data, we gathered the German installed capacity and the annual demand in Table
4.6 and the availability factors in Table 4.7. Overall, the data for all models are very close to the ENTSO-E Factsheets
for 2016 [5] and the ENTSO-E Transparency website [4]. This is to be expected, since most models either perform
a post-processing or a TD approach (Table 4.3). Notice that, Europower (which uses data for 2015) has significantly
more PV and wind onshore installed capacity than the rest of the models, but the availability factors are close to the
other models. ISAaR has less wind onshore and wind offshore installed capacities, but then it has higher PV and wind
offshore availability factors, because it uses input data from 2012 scaled to get the full load hours for 2016. There are
two blocks regarding annual load: ISAaR, MarS/ZKNOT, MILES and PowerFlex with an approximate annual load of
550 TWh and the rest of the models with an approximate annual load of 510 TWh or less.

Maps of installed capacities and annual demand of all models in NUTS 3 level were generated and are plotted in
Appendix A.
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Table 4.6
Installed capacities and annual demand for Germany in 2016.

PV (GW) Wind onshore (GW) Wind offshore (GW) Annual load (TWh)

ELMOD 39.79 45.00 4.12 511.53
eTraGo 38.51 41.29 3.36 505.15
Europower 44.12 57.67 3.90 500.06
ISAaR 39.11 35.00 2.48 554.71
MarS/ZKNOT 39.79 45.00 4.12 556.10
MILES 39.79 45.00 4.15 554.66
PERSEUS 40.72 45.45 4.13 511.24
PowerFlex 39.89 45.12 4.13 557.17
ENTSO-E Factsheets ([5]) 39.79 45.00 4.12 548.40
ENTSO-E Transparency ([4]) 38.69 41.17 3.28 481.09

Table 4.7
Availability factors for Germany in 2016.

PV Wind onshore Wind offshore

ELMOD 0.101 0.169 0.332
eTraGo 0.102 0.179 0.322
Europower 0.100 0.167 0.334
ISAaR 0.114 0.163 0.570
MarS/ZKNOT 0.100 0.157 0.334
MILES 0.100 0.176 0.370
PERSEUS 0.100 0.179 0.340
PowerFlex 0.100 0.167 0.334
ENTSO-E Factsheets ([5]) 0.100 0.167 0.334
ENTSO-E (OPSD [13]) 0.100 0.184 0.328

4.2.1. Photovoltaics
The comparison of the regionalization output for PV is calculated using the RMSEof installed capacities differences

across all NUTS 3 regions and the mean of the Pearson correlation of the profiles for every pair of models across all
regions with installed capacity (see Section 3.2 for details). The results are shown in the two symmetric matrices in
Figure 4.4.

For the installed capacity, Europower has the most different installed capacity regionalization. In Figure A.1, it is
clear that the installed capacity is differently distributed in contrast to all the other models, with a higher concentration
in the Brandenburg region. At national level, Europower calculates a much higher installed capacity (Table 4.6). After
Europower, PowerFlex and MarS/ZKNOT have also a more different regionalization outcome for PV. For Europower
and PowerFlex their singularity can be explained as both use a TD approach, see Section 4.1. Concerning the rest of
the models, MILES and PERSEUS are the models with a closer PV installed capacity regionalization.

In general, all the models have a similar PV regionalization profile, although Europower and ISAaR are using a
different profile year. That is explained by the daily pattern of the sun: all PV profiles should be an alteration of the
same clear sky profiles, which would only differ on the geographical location. By aggregating the data per NUTS 2
(see Figure B.1), NUTS 1 and NUTS 0 all model profiles are very close to each other with Europower, ISAaR and
MarS/ZKNOT showing little differences. It is also remarkable that, the pair ofmodels with closer profile regionalization
are the two using a top-down approach with NUTS 0 profiles: ELMOD and PowerFlex, see Figure 4.2.
4.2.2. Wind onshore

For wind onshore installed capacities, Europower uses a different regionalization than the rest of the models, having
the highest total installed capacity, see Table 4.6. This might be due to the different weather year used and the indirect
calculation of the installed capacities using the full load hours (see Section 3.2).
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Figure 4.4: RMSE of PV installed capacities differences (MW) across all NUTS 3 regions (left) and mean Pearson correlation
of PV profiles across intersecting NUTS 3 regions (right).

The plots in Figure A.2 show most of the wind onshore installed in the north for all models, since there is higher
wind availability. However, there are differences regarding the distribution in the northern regions, especially for the
states of Niedersachsen, Schleswig-Holstein, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Brandenburg. In the cases under study,
wind onshore regionalization produces more differentiated output than PV. We can identify a group with a slightly
closer wind onshore installed capacity regionalization formed by eTraGo, ISAaR, PERSEUS and PowerFlex.

Europower and ISAaR have a very different regionalization profiles than the rest of the models (which was only
slightly seen in the PV profile comparison, Figure 4.5). This difference persists and is increased if one aggregates at
NUTS 2, where all the reginoalization of the profiles are very close except for these two models, see Figure B.2. This
was expected, since both models use different weather years than the other models. Notice also that, the rest of the
models have a close profile regionalization and two groups can be identified: PowerFlex and ELMOD on one side and
eTraGo, MarS/ZKNOT, MILES and PERSEUS on the other side. The fact that PowerFlex and ELMOD have a similar
profile regionalization output can be explained by the fact that they both use a in a TD approach with NUTS 0 profiles.
4.2.3. Wind offshore

As in the case of PV and wind onshore, Europower has a different wind offshore installed capacity regionalization
output (see Figure 4.6), since it used 2015 data, also because the offshore grid nodes were assigned to the closest
onshore NUTS 3 region for the comparison in this paper. As for the rest of the models, the two models using a TD
approach (ELMOD and PowerFlex) have the closest output and are quite different from the rest of the models output.
Nevertheless, Figure A.3 shows that the onshore allocation of wind offshore data us very similar, since all models use
the real grid connections to the shore.

The matrices comparing wind offshore regionalization using only two regions, the North Sea and the Baltic Sea
can be found in Figure 4.7. We see important differences in the installed capacity comparison. This is because our
method is designed for comparing regionalization among many regions. When comparing two regions, the outcome
is mainly determined by the differences at national level, where especially ISAaR and eTraGo have a small installed
capacity with respect to the others (Table 4.6). MILES and MarS/ZKNOT have very close values (see Figure 4.7)
because they have the same installed capacity at national level and a very similar distribution between the two areas
consider (see Table 4.8). Therefore, for comparing the installed capacity in only two regions, the methods used in this
paper are excessively sophisticated and the information in Table 4.8 is enough. However, this simplification does not
allow a full comparison of the wind offshore regionalization which considers the whole grid into account.

Note that, the profile comparison matrices are very close in both comparisons (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7).
Europower and ISAaR have significantly more distant profile regionalization outputs, which is explained by the fact
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Figure 4.5: RMSE of wind onshore installed capacities differences (MW) across all NUTS 3 regions (left) and mean Pearson
correlation of wind onshore profiles across intersecting NUTS 3 regions (right).

Table 4.8
Share of wind offshore installed capacities in the Baltic sea.

ELMOD eTraGo Europower ISAaR MarS/ZKNOT MILES PERSEUS PowerFlex

0.10 0.20 0.13 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.17

that they use different weather years. The rest of the models have a similar regionalization, especially PowerFlex and
ELMOD which are the two models using a TD approach.
4.2.4. Demand

Regarding annual load, Figure 4.8 shows that PowerFlex has the most different annual load regionalization output.
This can be explained by the different workflow used for the regionalization as Figure 4.5 illustrates. The total demand is
taken from the literature not only at the national level, but also at the federal level and constant load profiles at LAU level
for intensive power plants are included. MILES and PERSEUS are the models with a closest regionalization of demand
factor, although not significantly different than the rest of the models. On the whole, annual demand regionalization
output seems to be different even if models use mainly the same workflow. This suggests that, in this case, the chosen
data source and the demand sectors considered play a more important role.

The profiles regionalization output show a big of similarity, especially between PERSUS, PowerFlex and MarS/
ZKNOT models. This may be explained by the weekly pattern of the load and that most models use NUTS 0 standard
load profiles. This can be also noticed by comparing Figure 4.8 (NUTS 3) and Figure B.4 (NUTS 2), where profile
comparison remains almost the same, while the annual load comparison has significant differences. Notice also that,
the models adapted from a different load year (eTraGo, Europower, ISAaR and MILES) show stronger differences.
Nevertheless, the profile regionalization comparison shows that, adapting the profiles from different years to start in
the same day of the week helps making them more comparable.

5. Discussion
Although we only included the comparison at NUTS 3 level in Section 4.2 and in NUTS 2 in Appendix B, we also

calculated it at NUTS 1 and NUTS 0 levels. Naturally, by reducing the spatial resolution of the regionalization of the
installed capacity, the outputs become closer, especially for PV. The same happens with profiles, except for the models
having input data from different years, which keep being very different. This shows that, to be able see the effects of
the regionalization on the transmission grid, data from NUTS 3 level or smaller is required, otherwise the differences
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Figure 4.6: RMSE of wind offshore installed capacities differences (MW) across all NUTS 3 regions (left) and mean Pearson
correlation of wind offshore profiles across intersecting NUTS 3 regions (right).

Figure 4.7: RMSE of wind offshore installed capacities differences (MW) of the Noth sea and the Baltic sea (left) and
mean Pearson correlation of the North sea and the Baltic sea wind offshore profiles (right).

are smoothed out. This also became clear in Section 4.2.3, where the comparison of the regionalization of installed
capacities using just two wind offshore regions made the regionalization output for all models seem closer. In addition,
the big overlap of regions that contain an ehv-node with load, as can be seen in Figure 5.1, favors the use of NUTS 3
regions for the regionalization. Over a total of 401NUTS 3 regions, the models have between 199 (PowerFlex) and 243
(Europower) NUTS 3 regions with ehv-nodes, with a high number of intersecting regions. This is not counter-intuitive
since all models attempt to model the same transmission grid. Looking at the results, we see no correlation between
the number of intersection of regions with ehv-nodes and the regionalization output comparison results. For instance,
the fact that MarS/ZKNOT or PowerFlex have less NUTS 3 regions with an ehv-node does not directly imply that
their regionalization is completely different from the other models. The fact that MILES and ISAaR have the highest
number of intersecting NUTS 3 regions with ehv-nodes does not imply neither that they have the closest regionalization
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Figure 4.8: RMSE of annual load (GWh) differences across all NUTS 3 regions (left) and mean Pearson correlation of load
profiles across intersecting NUTS 3 regions (right).

output. This confirms that our methodology can effectively evaluate the difference in regionalization outputs despite
not having installed capacities and load in the exact the same regions.

Figure 5.1: Number of intersections between models.

Overall, the regionalization of PV results in the most similar output independent from the regionalization workflow.
This can be explained by the strong daily pattern of PV generation and using the installed capacity at a national level
(often fixed either by the post-processing or by the use of a TD approach). This brings the regionalization of the different
models remarkably close to each other, even if weather data from different years is used (see Figure 4.4).

The difference between TD and BU workflows of RES is captured by the invariants proposed in this article, which
can be seen by comparing the results in Section 3.1 and Section 4.2. This is more clearly visible in the regionalization
of wind compared to the PV. For demand, since all models have a similar regionalization workflow, the output of the
regionalization seems to be more sensitive to the data source of demand factors and profiles.
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As explained in Section 3.2, the installed capacities for PowerFlex, Europower and ISAaR are calculated using
ENTSO-E full load hours for 2016. This allows for the PowerFlex data to be more comparable to models using the same
weather year. This confirms that the weather year is a determinant factor for the comparison of RES regionalization
output. The importance of the weather year choice is much more visible in the regionalization of wind, because it does
not have a regular pattern. At a national level, we observe that Europower has more wind onshore installed capacity
than the other models and ISAaR has less wind onshore and wind offshore installed capacities (see Table 4.6). A
possible explanation might be that, by calculating the installed capacities using profiles from 2015 (Europower) and
2012 (ISAaR), but full load hours from 2016, the installed capacities get distorted by the difference in wind full load
hours of those years. Regarding the demand however, the shifting of the data such that it starts at the same day of the
week, brings the profiles comparison close together.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a methodology to compare regionalization techniques of input data for PV, wind and

electrical demand between various models as well as the assignment of regionalized data to ehv grid nodes. In a
first step, we reduced the complexity of regionalization workflows by dividing the process into the regionalization
of the data and the grid node assignment. Comparing the strategies of the models under analysis, we were able to
display the main differences in the workflows as simple dendrograms. In a second step, we defined two invariants to
evaluate the outcome of the regionalization process at the NUTS 3 level, one invariant for annual profiles (including
demand and RES availability) and one for installed capacities and annual demand. This methodology enabled us to
illustrate the comparison of very different regionalization workflows and its outcome to simple parameters easy to
visualize. Our results show that the resolution of the input data and the use of TD or BU approaches are the most
determinant factors in the regionalization process. We found out that NUTS 3 is an adequate spatial resolution level for
comparing regionalization methods for transmission grid modelling. A coarser resolution would not allow for detecting
the differences between the regionalization processes and their output.

Taking into account the variety of different regionalization workflows, it is remarkable that most models end up
with very similar profile regionalization output. This is especially true with PV, because of its daily pattern, but also
for the demand, because of its weekly pattern and also because most models use NUTS 0 standard load profiles as
input.

The methodology presented in this paper has also some limitations. For instance, it is not adequate to compare
the regionalization of installed capacities from different years, especially regarding the profile regionalization. For
load profiles, however, modifying the profiles so that they all start in the same day of the week, make the load profile
regionalization more comparable.
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A. Comparison of Regionalized RES feed-in and demand
FigureA.1, FigureA.2, FigureA.3 and FigureA.4 depict the installed capacities of PV,wind onshore, wind offshore

inMW∕km2 and annual electricity demand in GWh∕km2, respectively, for all models under analysis summing up the
data of all ehv nodes for each NUTS 3 region. Gray colored regions do not contain any ehv grid node, thus no demand
or RES feed-in is assigned to that region. This does not mean that in the gray regions there is no installed capacity or
demand.

Figure A.1: PV installed capacity at ehv-nodes aggregated per NUTS 3 regions density plot in MW∕km2.
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Figure A.2: Wind onshore installed capacity at ehv-nodes aggregated per NUTS 3 regions density plot in MW∕km2.
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Figure A.3: Wind offshore installed capacity at ehv-nodes aggregated per NUTS 3 regions density plot in MW∕km2.
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Figure A.4: Annual demand installed capacity at ehv-nodes aggregated per NUTS 3 regions density plot in GWh∕km2.
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B. Comparison at NUTS 2 level
In this section, we add the matrices showing the RMSE and the Pearson correlation comparing annual demand,

installed capacities and profiles at NUTS 2 level. These matrices support the fact that the NUTS 3 level is necessary to
see some finer distinctions betweenmodel regionalizations, but also show some convergence in the differences between
the models when the resolution is reduced.

Figure B.1: RMSE of PV installed capacities differences (MW) across all NUTS 2 regions (left) and mean Pearson
correlation of PV profiles across intersecting NUTS 2 regions (right).

Figure B.2: RMSE of wind onshore installed capacities differences (MW) across all NUTS 2 regions (left) and mean Pearson
correlation of wind onshore profiles across intersecting NUTS 2 regions (right).
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Figure B.3: RMSE of wind offshore installed capacities differences (MW) across all NUTS 2 regions (left) and mean
Pearson correlation of wind offshore profiles across intersecting NUTS 2 regions (right).

Figure B.4: RMSE of annual load (GWh) differences across all NUTS 2 regions (left) and mean Pearson correlation of
load profiles across intersecting NUTS 2 regions (right).
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